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Abstract

Assessing small mammal diversity is a common procedure, which usually employs widespread standard techniques, for gathering information for a wide range of studies. Traditional methods, however, may be biased against capturing arboreal marsupials, such as Dromiciops gliroides, an endemic marsupial currently considered a rare species in the Patagonian temperate rainforest due to the low abundances reported previously. I tested a new capturing methodology to assess the small mammal diversity of an old-growth forest in Patagonia, based on a randomized and balanced design, which incorporated a combination of different trap types, bait types, and placement heights. The proposed methodology included four trap types (two for live-capturing: wire-mesh and Sherman traps, and two sign-recording traps for tracks and hair), two types of bait (banana and rolled oats), and two trap placements (ground level and 1.5–2.5 m above the ground). Trap type, bait type, and height of placement all had significantly different effects on capturing and detecting rodents or marsupials; environmental variables at the trap location also affected the ability to detect rodents and marsupials. Traditional methods used for sampling small mammals performed well for rodents but are not effective for capturing marsupials and vice versa, showing species-specific sampling protocols. There is no single combination of trap-bait-height capable to assess the entire small mammal community, but the combination of the most effective protocol for rodents and the most effective protocol for marsupials guarantee better results.
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Introduction

Assessments of small mammal community are very common to describe biologic systems (e.g., Kelt 2000), habitat use (e.g., Simonetti 1989), estimate distribution patterns (e.g., Umetsu et al. 2008) or prey availability (e.g., Rau et al. 1995), among many others. Due to its widespread use, standard sampling protocols have been developed and used extensively with little or no adaption to the study subject (e.g., Wheatley and Larsen 2008). The traditional methods commonly employed use only classic Sherman traps, baited with oats and placed at the ground level.

The small mammal community of the Patagonian temperate rainforest is mainly composed of rodents of the genus Abrothrix and Oligoryzomys longicaudatus, and less common species such as Geoxus valdivianus and Irenomys tarsalis, and occasionally exotic rats (Rattus rattus, R. norvegicus) are captured (Meserve et al. 1999; Kelt 2000). Distinctive components of this community are the marsupials, represented by two endemic species: Dromiciops gliroides and Rhyncholestes raphanurus, both species have a restricted distribution in the temperate
The native bamboo *Chusquea quila*. The understory was composed of tree saplings, mosses, several ferns, and a thick litter layer with abundant fallen logs.

**Sampling protocol**

To assess the small mammal community diversity, I used two types of live-capturing traps: the standard Sherman traps (23 × 9 × 8 cm) and wire-mesh (Tomahawk-style) traps, specifically designed for the capture of arboreal small mammals (26 × 13 × 13 cm). I also tested two types of sign-recording traps: footprint-recording tubes and hair-collecting tubes. The former were made using a PVC pipe (20 cm long, 7.5 cm diameter) with a smoked aluminum plate inside. The latter were made using a PVC pipe (20 cm long, 5 cm diameter) with double side adhesive tape affixed to its interior. The four monitoring traps were baited with banana slices or rolled oats, and placed either at ground level or above the ground (1.5–2.5 m). The monitoring design using all trap-bait-height sets rendered 16 unique combinations.

Traps were placed in six lines, dispersed in the forest area, having 32 traps in each line, each trap combination was replicated twice in each line using a full-randomized and balanced design. Trap lines were operated for six consecutive nights, with a total effort of 1152 trapnights, during the austral summer (throughout March). Traps were checked once daily early at dawn. All the animal capturing and handling procedures followed the guidelines of the American Society of Mammalogists (Gannon et al. 2007), which were also approved and authorized as well, by the Chilean Agriculture and Livestock Bureau (SAG). I followed biosafety procedures proposed by Mills et al. (1995) considering that *Oligoryzomys longicaudatus*, a known hantavirus reservoir rodent, is present in the study area and it is frequently captured.

Captured individuals were identified to species level, and marked by cutting their fur in unique patterns. Also were measured, sexed, aged (adult or juvenile), weighed, and their reproductive condition was assessed (based on the external genitalia). All animals were released in the same place where captured. For sign-recording traps, I identified visitors as rodent or marsupial, based on signs left (footprints, hairs, or fecal pellets). When feasible signs for identification were absent and bait was eaten, the event was recorded as “bait removed”.

In order to determine the optimal trap placement location, I measured the following four habitat characteristics (Rudran and Foster 1996; Brower et al. 1998): (1) height of trap placement (measuring tape, cm), (2) tree branch diameter where the trap was set (caliper, cm), (3) branch slope (for diameter and slope, a zero value was assumed for traps placed on the ground; protractor, degrees), and (4) the type of substratum...
where each trap was placed (litter, live tree branch, or dead tree branch).

Data analyses

I evaluated the effect of each trap-bait-height combination using logistic regression analyses with STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft 2004). I defined the response variable as a binary variable (0 = no capture, 1 = capture), the predictor variables (categorical) were trap type, bait type and height of placement.

To assess the significant effects for each case, I ran separate analyses for rodents (represented mainly by *Abrothrix olivaceus*), for marsupials (represented by *D. gliroides*), and for all species combined, as well as for the live-capturing traps subset, the sign-recording traps subset and the combination of both subsets. For assessing differential effects between the live-capturing vs. sign-recording traps, live-capturing and sign-recording traps were nested in a “trap category variable”, and depending on it, a “trap type” (Sherman or wire-mesh, footprint or hair) variable. For testing significant effects over the whole small mammal capture probability, I also performed an ordinal multinomial logistic regression combining marsupials and rodents’ data in the response variable (1 = no capture, 2 = marsupial only, 3 = rodent only, and 4 = both). The purpose of this multiple test was to distinguish if there were differential effects when marsupials and rodents were analyzed independently and as a whole. Goodness-of-fit of the models was estimated by a Hosmer–Lemeshow test (Agresti 2007).

I used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike 1973) to select the best model subset that explained the tendencies recorded in the study. When the sample size/number of factors (n/k) ratio was <40, the AIC values were corrected (obtaining an AICc estimate) following Burnham and Anderson (2002). For interpretation I present ΔAIC and AIC weights (wi) (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Following Burnham and Anderson (2002), models are considered equivalent when ΔAIC<2, and the explicative model or model subset must account ≥90% of the wi (only that model subset is presented in the tables).

To assess the site-specific variables that determine capture success of marsupials, I used data measured at each trap location to perform a logistic regression using three continuous predictors (branch diameter, branch slope, and height of placement) and one categorical predictor (substratum type). The continuous variables were tested for multicollinearity using multiple regressions. In all cases the Variation Inflation Factor was <5 and the Tolerance values were between 0.42 and 0.78 (showing no multicollinearity). I performed the same type of analysis for capture data on rodents. However, the lack of variability between the response variable and the substratum variable precluded inclusion of this variable it in the model. Consequently, only the three continuous variables were used to perform this logistic regression. For analyses on marsupials as well as rodents, the best model was selected using AIC. All procedures were run in STATISTICA 7 (StatSoft 2004).

Results

Diversity assessment and differential capturing

25 individuals of *D. gliroides* and 33 individuals of *Abrothrix olivaceus* were captured, in both cases I had a recapture rate of about 30%. Capture rates of marsupials and rodents differed with respect to the trap-bait-height combination used. Some trap combinations were more efficient in capturing marsupials whereas others were superior for rodents (Fig. 1). For *D. gliroides*, the best combination (17% success respect to the whole trap set) was wire-mesh traps, baited with banana, and placed above the ground, followed by Sherman traps, baited with banana, and placed above the ground (9%). These sets performed poorly for *Abrothrix olivaceus* (1%). Conversely, wire-mesh and Sherman traps, baited with oats or banana, but placed at ground level performed well for capturing *A. olivaceus* (14% and 17%, respectively), but poorly for *D. gliroides* (0% and 3%, respectively). Traps placed above the ground and baited with oats, were entirely unsuccessful, independently of trap type.

A similar trend was observed when using the sign-recording traps. Tubes placed above the ground and baited with banana recorded more *D. gliroides* (17 vs. 8 records) and fewer *A. olivaceus* signs (21 vs. 161 records) than those placed at ground level. Tubes placed at the ground level and baited with oats registered 97 *A. olivaceus* signs and no *D. gliroides* signs (Fig. 2). Large numbers of tracks were recorded for *D. gliroides* (14 records) and *A. olivaceus* (18 records) when baited with banana and placed above the ground. Hair-sampling tubes performed poorly compared to the other techniques (1 record vs. 162 records).

Model selection approach

Trends described above were confirmed with logistic regression and applying model selection procedures to select the most parsimonious model subsets for each case. For live-capturing data, I found two models in the wi ≥90% subset for *D. gliroides* data, four models for *A. olivaceus*’ data, and three models for both *D. gliroides* and *A. olivaceus* data (Table 1).

I obtained similar results for sign-recording data (Table 2), where trap type, bait type, and placement
height effects combined provided the best explanation for success. Conversely, when the logistic regression was run for the whole trap set, I obtained four models in the $w_i \geq 90\%$ subset for *D. gliroides*, five models for *A. olivaceus*, and four models for the combined data (Table 3).

**Site-specific variables assessment**

Logistic regression applied to the site-specific environmental variables showed that trap height provided the best explanation for *D. gliroides* capture success ($\text{AIC} = 292.4848$, $w_i = 0.3567$), and branch inclination...
For rodent capture success, trap height and branch diameter provided the best explanation (AIC = 240.8785, \( w_i = 0.5705 \)), whereas the interaction between height, diameter and inclination were important in a second instance (AIC = 242.2179, \( w_i = 0.2860 \)).

**Discussion**

Capture results indicated a spatial segregation between arboreal marsupials and rodents, the former tended to be found above the ground, whereas the latter were found at the ground level. That differential capturability suggests resource partitioning (Meserve 1981; Simonetti 1989; Kelt et al. 1994), in which *D. gliroides* exploits mainly the canopy resources, whereas rodents exploit mainly the understory resources, resulting in a reduced spatial (vertical) overlap and lower interspecific competition levels (Meserve et al. 1988; Kelt et al. 1995).

Apart from the vertical segregation, the bait used also had a differential effect on the capturability of marsupial and rodents, because the former preferred banana and the latter consumed both banana and oats as bait. Bait preference by *D. gliroides* partially explains the lower capture rates previously reported. (e.g., Meserve et al. 1982; Patterson et al. 1989; Meserve et al. 1999; Kelt 2000), in which the sampling protocols used only oats as standard bait. I recorded only one case of a *D. gliroides* captured in an oat-baited trap, which seemed to be a chance event, as the captured individual did not eat the bait.
Models obtained through logistic regressions indicate that trap type had a secondary effect on capture of *D. gliroides*, and no effect for *A. olivaceus* capturing. Empirical evidence suggested that more *D. gliroides* were captured with wire-mesh traps than with Sherman traps, in agreement with Hershkovitz’s (1999) statements, who described that *D. gliroides* had a strong dislike to closed traps (such as the Sherman traps). When analyzing the combined effects of trap type, bait type, and placement height, I distinguished species-specific sampling protocols, derived from the tested combinations. Wire-mesh traps baited with banana and placed above the ground was the most efficient combination for capturing *D. gliroides* (but placing the traps above the ground resulted in the exclusion of capturing of the majority of the rodents), whereas the traditional Sherman traps, baited with oats and placed in the ground performed well for rodents but not for marsupials. In order to study the entire small mammal community in the Patagonia rainforest, the combination of trap combinations is essential.

Live-capturing and sign-recording traps are different in ability to accurately sample small mammals, these findings are in agreement with previous reports (Taylor and Raphael 1988; Carey and Witt 1991; Mortelliti and Boitani 2008) that showed that live-capture and sign-capture data or abundance estimates obtained from them are not comparable. In this study, I focused on live-capturing traps because they gave a high level of confidence for the identity of the captured animal (including individualized recognition when recaptured). Additionally, sign-recording techniques provided many more records than live-capturing traps. We must interpret such information with caution, as a higher number of footprints, hair, or other signs records do not necessarily imply a higher abundance or an under-representation of the live-capture sampling. It is possible that the same individual may visited several traps in one night.

Although the above, the use of sign-recording traps may allow us to improve our understanding of the three-dimensional use of the forest by rodents and marsupials. The occurrence of many *D. gliroides* sign records at banana-baited ground traps suggest that this species also searches for food at the ground level, as confirmed with four live-captures at ground level. Comparing the two sign-recording traps, the track plates performed much better than the hair traps, because in the latter the identification turned out to be more difficult and inaccurate.

The differential capture success may depend on environmental variables, analyzing these variables may help to improve trap placement and improve the capturing success. For capturing marsupials, the “best” model in the subset derived from logistic regression showed that the height of the trap was the principal factor influencing capture success, in agreement with the sampling combinations discussed previously. The following “best” model, however, considered the interaction between height and branch slope ($w_1 = 0.1898$), and between height and branch diameter ($w_2 = 0.1324$), suggesting that both variables may have a secondary effect in the captures. The model-derived information is consistent with my field observations, as I observed that *D. gliroides* preferably used thin and horizontal branches to move through the forest, instead of using larger and vertical trunks.

For *A. olivaceus*, trap height and branch diameter effects significantly influenced capture success but the second “best” model also included the branch slope. We should be cautious when interpreting these models, because the assessed environmental variables had different meanings for *D. gliroides* and rodents, as the former is arboreal and the latter are either cursorial (e.g., *Abrothrix olivaceus*, the most common species in the study site) or scissorial (e.g., *Oligoryzomys longicaudatus*). Cursorial rodents may occasionally fall in traps placed above the ground when they had an “easy access” through a low-slope and medium-diameter branch. Scissorial rodents can reach traps placed >1m above the ground level as found by Gallardo-Santis et al. (2005) and Rau et al. (1995).

Considering many trap-bait-height combinations in the diversity assessment protocols may improve the capturing success of small mammal because these combinations are complementary and species-specific. There is no single combination capable of sampling the entire small mammal community of the Patagonian temperate rainforest, because there are ground-dwelling rodents, and arboreal marsupials and/or rodents that do not respond in the same way than the former. Additionally, considering some key environmental variables when deciding the most appropriate placement trap location may also improve the capture success, and consequently, improve the small mammal community sampling, resulting in better species richness and abundance estimations.
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